Biomimetic Ant-Nest Electrode Structures for High Sulfur Ratio Lithium–Sulfur Batteries
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ABSTRACT: The lithium–sulfur (Li–S) rechargeable battery has the benefit of high gravimetric energy density and low cost. Significant research currently focuses on increasing the sulfur loading and sulfur/inactive-materials ratio, to improve life and capacity. Inspired by nature’s ant-nest structure, this research results in a novel Li–S electrode that is designed to meet both goals. With only three simple manufacturing-friendly steps, which include slurry ball-milling, doctor-blade-based laminate casting, and the use of the sacrificial method with water to dissolve away table salt, the ant-nest design has been successfully recreated in an Li–S electrode. The efficient capabilities of the ant-nest structure are adopted to facilitate fast ion transportation, sustain polysulfide dissolution, and assist efficient precipitation. High cycling stability in the Li–S batteries, for practical applications, has been achieved with up to 3 mg·cm⁻² sulfur loading. Li–S electrodes with up to a 85% sulfur ratio have also been achieved for the efficient design of this novel ant-nest structure.
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High energy density and low-cost rechargeable batteries are attracting great interest because of increasing manufacturing and consumer demand for portable devices, electric vehicles, and stationary energy storage systems that have longer charge times and overall battery lives.1,2 The lithium–sulfur (Li–S) battery is one of the most promising candidates because of its high energy density (2600 W·h·kg⁻¹), environmental friendliness, and low cost due to the earth-abundant resource of elemental sulfur—which is also a byproduct from the petroleum industry.3–6 However, the application of Li–S batteries has been hindered by several shortcomings, including poor cycling stability, low Coulombic efficiency, and practical low energy density at the cell level. These shortcomings primarily stem from the dissolution of polysulfide in the electrolyte as an intermediate species during both charge and discharge processes. The polysulfide could diffuse to and react with Li-metal electrode through the shuttle effect, resulting in active material loss and self-discharge.7 A significant amount of research has addressed this issue, which includes studies and work to encapsulate the polysulfide with a well-designed structure,8–12 attract polysulfide through functional groups with strong affinity,13–18 and eliminate polysulfide dissolution with the design of an electrolyte,19–21 modification of separator,22,23 and so forth. Another issue that limits the performance of Li–S batteries is the poor electrical conductivity of the reaction products (S₈ in the charged state and Li₂S/Li₂S₉ in the discharged state), which is also an obstacle to the high utilization of the active material.24 In most research works, conductive additives with a high weight ratio (40–50%) are incorporated into the electrode to solve this problem, and a complicated design of sulfur/carbon composites needs to be performed. Therefore, the active material (sulfur) content is low at the electrode level, and the practical energy density of the Li–S batteries suffers.24 The next step in advancing Li–S technology is to design a high-efficiency Li–S electrode that can achieve high practical energy density, have good cycling stability, and minimize the composition of the inactive component (e.g., conductive additive, binder, current collector, etc.).

To achieve these application goals, additional high-loading Li–S battery research is critical as well as intriguing to the research community.15,25,26 In the effort to maximize energy
density in Li–S batteries, especially in high-power applications (e.g., high current output), the most predominant issue is blocking ion transportation channels.24,27,28 In high-loading Li–S batteries, a significant amount of solid sulfur species \( \text{S}_n \) in the charged state and \( \text{Li}_2\text{S}/\text{Li}_2\text{S}_2 \) in the discharged state) will precipitate on the electrode/electrolyte interface during charge/discharge processes.29,30 Since they are highly insulating, the ion transportation channels in electrodes are likely to be blocked, which will result in poor sulfur utilization and severe shuttle effect. Another critical issue for high-loading Li–S batteries is that larger amounts of polysulfide dissolution lead to a much more severe shuttle effect. Therefore, the ability of the electrode to sustain the polysulfide well becomes a key issue. Also, mechanical issues arise as the electrode becomes thicker to increase area loading. Cracks and delamination in the electrode are common if the binder cannot carry the inner stress.24 Therefore, to achieve a high-efficiency, high-loading Li–S battery, several properties of the Li–S design need to be addressed: first, enough interconnected and continuous open channels to facilitate fast Li-ion and polysulfide transportation; second, a large and highly conductive surface for polysulfide reaction and \( \text{S}_n \) or \( \text{Li}_2\text{S}/\text{Li}_2\text{S}_2 \) precipitation; third, the capability of the electrode to retain polysulfide and mitigate their diffusion into the electrolyte.

To address these concerns, this research team integrated all of the design criteria and proposed a novel and highly efficient electrode structure for Li–S batteries in this work. The structure is inspired by nature’s own super-efficient ant nest. The structure of the ant-nest network is famous for the smart morphological design with abundant storage space and multiveloadings, respectively. For Li–S cells with the CNT additive, named CNT-S, two different sulfur loadings of 1.78 mg cm\(^{-2}\) and 3.17 mg cm\(^{-2}\) are tested, shown in Figure 1a–b. Low actual capacity and sulfur utilization are observed in both cells, especially at C/3 and higher loading, and the area capacity for two cells is very similar, being below 1 mA h cm\(^{-2}\), in Figure S1a. The main reason for this issue can be analyzed via the voltage profile, shown in Figure 1b. In the 1.78 mg cm\(^{-2}\) CNT-S cell, almost the same capacity is obtained from the upper voltage plateau both at C/10 and C/3, which corresponds to the long chain polysulfide dissolution (from \( \text{S}_8 \) to \( \text{Li}_2\text{S}_4 \)), however, the capacity obtained from the lower voltage plateau shows a significant difference between C/10 and C/3. Only 200 mA h g\(^{-1}\) capacity can be obtained at C/3 in this region, which
is one-quarter of the 800 mAh·g⁻¹ obtained at C/10. This indicates that insufficient sulfur precipitation (from Li₂Sₓ to Li₂S) exists in the second discharge plateau. This issue is more severe in Li−S electrodes with 3.17 mg·cm⁻² sulfur loading, in which the lower plateaus are severely reduced both at C/10 and C/3. This demonstrates that the electrode structure cannot support the simultaneous precipitation of a large quantity of polysulfide. This issue is also observed in different Li−S systems with AB as additive (see Figure S2).

The main cause of this insufficient Li₂S precipitation is the blockage of the ion transport channel, which can be further elucidated via post-mortem analysis. A thick layer of Li₂S precipitation is observed on the ∼3 mg·cm⁻² electrode after full discharge at C/3, shown in Figure 1a inset, but the internal pores are still empty, as shown in Figure S1. When current density is high, the sulfur species (Li₂Sₓ, x = 1−2), which has a poor solubility and is highly insulating, is very likely to precipitate on the electrode surface next to the separator, blocking the small channels on the electrode surface. The electrode surface area is too small for efficient Li₂S precipitation. The thick Li₂S layer will lead to severe passivation of the electrode and early end of discharge, shown in Figure 1a. A large quantity of polysulfide will be blocked out and remain in the electrolyte, shown in Figure 1b inset, which leads to low actual capacity. Once the surface pores and channels are blocked, no more charge/discharge can take place even with a further increase of the sulfur loading. Therefore, ion transport channel blockage and insufficient reaction interface have been the major limiting factor in further attempts to achieve high loading for Li−S batteries, both of which can be overcome by using the ant-nest structure that is proposed and designed in this work.

In this work, the team integrates the above-discussed criteria into the design of a novel ant-nest electrode structure for Li−S batteries (named as CNT-nest-S), which is designed to imitate nature’s own ant-nest structure, taking advantage of its abundant storage and highly efficient transport system. The team adopts the common, cheap, abundant, and environmentally friendly table salt (NaCl) as the sacrificial additive, which can be easily ball-milled down to smaller than 10 μm in size. CNT, a well-known and highly efficient carrier transport agent with ultra high carrier mobility, is selected as a conductive additive for the Li−S batteries in this work. The CNTs are interconnected to enable long distance charge transport and are able to process large surface areas. A high efficient conductive binder, PFM, with functionality designed in our group is selected for the ant-nest Li−S system. The assisting effect of conductivity and functionality in Li−S reaction mechanism has been systematically demonstrated in previous studies. The salt is mixed directly with sulfur particles, binder, and CNT to form the slurry using the ball-milling method. After the laminate is casted via doctor-blade method, the NaCl micro-particles are removed from the composite electrode with a simple water washing step, as shown in Figure 2a. A perfect ant-nest structure is formed with this simple method. The porous morphology of the ant-nest electrode structure can be demonstrated with the electrode cross-section and surface SEM morphology, as shown in Figure 2b−d. The microsize pores created by the templating NaCl crystals ensure numerous interconnected multi-ion channels, which both facilitate ion conduction and decrease the possibility of blockage by sulfur species precipitation. Both large and small pores exist in this ant-nest structure. The large microsize pores generated by the templating NaCl particles for polysulfide storage and sustention. The nanosize pores between nanotubes, created by solvent evaporation are connected to the micropores, enabling the fully utilization of CNT surfaces. Therefore, the template approach has significantly enlarged the reaction interface in the electrode.

The property of this structure meets all of the requirements for Li−S batteries: (1) the interconnected channels between storage sites enable fast ion and polysulfide transport and can prohibit channel blocking; (2) the nest structure features ample storage to efficiently sustain polysulfide as well as to

Figure 2. (a) Schematic illustration of the porous ant-nest structure Li−S electrode (CNT-nest-S) fabrication procedure. SEM cross-section (b) and top (c) morphology of CNT-nest-S. (d) The TEM morphology of the pore in the fully discharged CNT-nest-S.
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accommodate sulfur volume change; (3) the maximized inner surface via the nest structure and the CNT facilitates efficient surface reaction for the transition among different sulfur species; (4) the functionalized conductive binder can help to further sustain the polysulfide inside storage pores with strong affinity between the functional binder and the polysulfide; (5) the conductive binder assists the interconnecting CNT framework in providing super conductivity and a long-distance charge transport pathway for the Li⁻S electrode; (6) the strong mechanical properties of CNT and the binder enable the structure the mechanical strength to sustain the volume change during phase transformation of sulfur species. The ant-nest structure method is cost-effective and facile and allows for electrode-level fabrication, using only table salt and water as processing ingredients.

The superior properties of the ant-nest structure can be demonstrated by examining its electrochemical performance, shown in Figure 3a–c. The two-plateau voltage profiles of CNT-nest-S cells of two loadings are similar both at C/10 and C/3, shown in Figure 3a, indicating the CNT-nest-S structure enables good ion transporting, as well as highly efficient sulfur dissolution (from S₈ to Li₂S₄) and precipitation (from Li₂S₄ to Li₂S), without the channel blocking issue, even at 3.07 mg·cm⁻² loading. Therefore, high sulfur utilization is achieved even at a high rate discharge.

The comparison between the cells with (CNT-nest-S) and without (CNT-S) the nest structure further demonstrate the benefits of the ant-nest structure design. The CNT-nest-S electrode possesses superior cycling performance and rate performance over CNT-S, shown in Figure 1 and Figure 3. With the same charge and discharge rates, the specific capacity for CNT-nest-S structure from C/10 to 1C is quite similar, and a capacity of 615 mA·h·g⁻¹ can still be obtained at 3C. In contrast, less than half of the capacity is obtained at levels higher than C/5 in a regular CNT-S cell; less than 200 mA·h·g⁻¹ can be obtained at 5C. As a further indication of the properties of CNT-nest-S structure, long-term cycling performance at C/3 is plotted in Figure 3c. The stable cycling specific capacity of 1060 mA·h·g⁻¹ is achieved for the CNT-nest-S cell, but only 445 mA·h·g⁻¹ is achieved for CNT-S. These data gives strong evidence to the capabilities and potential of the CNT-nest-S structure in facilitating Li–S batteries and achieving superior rate and cycling performance.

The high performance of the CNT-nest-S Li–S cells stems from the unique property of the nest structure. The working mechanism of the nest structure is demonstrated in the diagram in Figure 4a–c and the electrode structures via post-mortem analysis in Figure 4d–f. Several key mechanisms are of interest. First, the interconnected channels for ion transport are highly efficient in assisting ultrafast reaction dynamics. Numerous interconnected channels between porous structures are created spontaneously during the sacrificial fabrication process, penetrating throughout the electrode. They remain unblocked even after fast discharge, shown in Figure 4d–e, in the zoom-in cross-section SEM morphology. Therefore, the blocking issue that has traditionally occurred in high loading Li–S cells is successfully overcome.

Second, the ample pore structure exists as storage space throughout the electrode. This storage space can easily sustain the dissolved polysulfide in the porous structure, as shown in Figure 4d. The polysulfide is kept from diffusing into the open electrolyte, minimizing the shuttle effect. Also, the affinity between the polysulfide and the functionalized binder can improve the storage efficiency. The clear color of electrolyte on
the separator from the dissembled cell at fully discharged state shows this reduced effect, shown in the inset of Figure 3a, when comparing with the color of the electrolyte in the CNT-S cell shown in Figure 1b. Third, the conductive binder can help to improve electrode conductivity, while the porous structure with the large surface area of CNT helps to extend the reaction surface area. Therefore, an efficient transformation of the sulfur species is observed during the charge (S\textsubscript{8}/Li\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{8}) and discharge process (Li\textsubscript{2}S/Li\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{2}), demonstrated in Figure 4b−c, and is also proved by the clear electrolyte in the inset of Figure 3a. This research demonstrates the effectiveness of an efficient Li−S electrode that mimics the beauty of an ant-nest structure.

The difference in the morphology of the sulfur species in the fully charged state (S\textsubscript{8}/Li\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{8}) and discharged state (Li\textsubscript{2}S/Li\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{2}) is depicted in Figure 4b and c. The semitransparent yellow region with the blurred edge refers to the elemental sulfur (S\textsubscript{8}) or the long chain polysulfide (Li\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{8}). The needle-shaped structure is drawn in Figure 4c to depict the morphology of Li\textsubscript{2}S/Li\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{2}. An interesting morphology of the needle-shaped structure is observed inside the micropores at fully discharged state in CNT-nest-S electrode, with high magnification SEM in Figure 4f. All of the inner walls inside the pores are covered by this needle-shaped structure, which is smaller than 50 nm in diameter and approximately 200 nm in length. A large relative ratio of sulfur is observed by EDX, and a capacity of more than 900 mA·h·cm\textsuperscript{-2} is obtained. XRD characterization of the sulfur species is performed in this fully discharged state, and the needle-shaped sulfur species may be assigned to be Li\textsubscript{2}S, shown in Figure S3. It is interesting that the needle structure is very sensitive to electron beam irradiation. Figure S4a−i shows the SEM images taken continuously on the same spot in Figure S4a. The needle-shaped structure will gradually sputter away after continuous expose to electron beam in SEM, and only the bare CNT framework, underlying the needle-shaped structure, will be left. Although not thoroughly reported in other research, this needle-shaped structure could possibly be Li\textsubscript{2}S nanowires grown on the CNT surface. Analogous to the nanowire growth in other inorganic systems, the needle-shaped structures are guessed to be the result of surface tension, discontinuous crystal structure growth in initial atom layers, and the subsequent precipitation. The extended high conductive surface area of the electrode decreases the current density; therefore, it promotes growth of the Li\textsubscript{2}S crystal along its preferred crystal direction. In comparison, blanket-shaped Li\textsubscript{2}S covers the whole surface area of CNT-S; no nanostructure is observed on the surface, as shown in the inset of Figure 1a. The ant-nest structure of the CNT-nest-S electrode has more assessable electrode surface area for sulfur species precipitation. Therefore, the current density is much lower throughout the CNT-
nest-S electrode, kinetically favoring the directional Li$_2$S crystal growth rather than homogeneous blanket precipitation. Furthermore, the needle-shaped Li$_2$S has less blocking effect to the lithium ion transport in CNT-nest-S, than the blanket coverage in CNT-S. This further shows the positive effect of CNT-nest-S electrodes in assisting polysulfide precipitation with the enlarged, high-conductive surface and unblocked ion pathway.

The characteristics of the ant-nest structure are further demonstrated in the detailed comparison between the CNT-nest-S and regular CNT-S. When fast discharge is applied on the high loading CNT-S cells, the sulfur species precipitate on the surface of the electrode and block channels from further reaction, as shown in the Figure 1a inset. A large quantity of bare CNT network is observed in TEM with a very small amount of observable Li$_2$S precipitation, shown in Figure S5a,b. On the CNT-nest-S, the edges of the entire surface are covered by Li$_2$S precipitation, with the CNT network being not clearly observable, and small random pores still visible (shown in Figure S5c,d). This difference in sulfur distribution is also observed in EDX mapping. Very little sulfur content and high carbon levels are detected in the regular CNT-S electrode, shown in Figure S6a–c, while more sulfur content is detected all over the scan area in the CNT-nest-S electrode, shown in Figure S6d–f. A larger relative quantity of the sulfur to carbon content is observed in CNT-nest-S with EDX. In CNT-nest-S, the relative S to C ratio is 0.38, which is 19 times higher than in the regular CNT-S electrode.

Another major challenge addressed in this research is the low sulfur ratio of Li–S electrodes applied in the current Li–S system—usually below 60 wt % (to total electrode mass). As discussed frequently in recent researches, the high fraction of nonactive material decreases electrode level capacity and significantly lowers the energy density of a Li–S battery,$^4$ and which is highly undesirable. Although several attempts have been made toward a higher sulfur ratio electrode, the results have not been satisfactory. The novel nest-structure electrode proposed in this work demonstrates good cycling and rate performance on high-loading Li–S batteries, and its potential can be further achieved in ultrahigh sulfur ratio (up to 85 wt %) application.

The ant-nest structure's ability to allow ultrahigh sulfur ratio Li–S batteries is first demonstrated by the 80 wt % sulfur in composite electrode (named CNT-nest-80%S), which is composed solely of 80 wt % sulfur, 5 wt % binder, and 15 wt % CNT. All cells have sulfur loading levels ranging from 2.5 mg·cm$^{-2}$ to 3.0 mg·cm$^{-2}$. The cycling performance is plotted in Figure 5a. A high capacity of 1123.5 mA·h·g$^{-1}$ is achieved at C/10 (167 mA·g$^{-1}$) and 908.5 mA·h·g$^{-1}$ is obtained at C/3 (558 mA·g$^{-1}$) for the CNT-nest-80%S cell. Moreover, a high capacity of 937 mA·h·g$^{-1}$ can be achieved at C/10 (167 mA·g$^{-1}$) for the CNT-nest-85%S cell (85 wt % sulfur, 3 wt % binder, and 12 wt % CNT), with stable performance of 800 mA·h·g$^{-1}$ over 80 cycles, shown in Figure S7. In this way, the battery makes full use of the ant-nest structure and increases the sulfur loading at the same time—with significant decrease in the ratio of the nonactive material.

To better understand the ant-nest structure mechanism with a high sulfur loading and a high sulfur ratio, post-mortem analysis of the cycled cell is performed with CNT-nest-80%S after two cycles at C/10 followed by one discharge at C/3. Cross-section morphology of the CNT-nest-80%S cell is observed through SEM in Figure 5b,c. As shown, the ant-nest structure remains, exhibiting large pores and unblocked interconnected channels. A very thick Li$_2$S precipitation layer is observed coating the surface of the CNT network. This indicates that, with the assistance of a highly conductive CNT network and conductive binder, the reaction surface is highly efficient for resistive Li$_2$S precipitation. Also, the numerous porous structures can provide enough space for a large quantity of polysulfide storage and large surface for efficient precipitation. Noticeable shrinkage of the interconnected channels is observed, but they mostly remain open after the fast discharge; therefore, fast ion transport can be ensured in high loading Li–S cells. Further evidence of the superior capability in sulfur species (Li$_2$S) precipitation is given via EDX, shown in Figure 5d–f. A high relative sulfur to carbon content (S to C ratio: 1.88) is observed: 94 times the regular CNT-S and 5 times the 50%S-CNT-nest-S. EDX mapping further demonstrates the high sulfur composition ratio and full-coverage in the porous structure. The CNT-nest-80%S is completely covered by sulfur species (Li$_2$S) with the CNT framework buried beneath. Therefore, large quantities of sulfur are observable, but carbon signal can hardly be detected, shown in Figure 5e,f. In this way, the unique properties of the ant-nest structure are clearly demonstrated via the hosting of ultra high sulfur ratio in high-loading Li–S batteries. The design idea of the ant-nest structure has been fulfilled: with large storage area and functionality to attract and sustain polysulfide, the multi interconnected channels to assist fast ion transportation, and the highly conductive CNT and conductive binder to ensure the high conductivity of the entire electrode. Further efforts are needed for overall cell optimization.

The novel, nature-derived ant-nest structure Li–S electrode has demonstrated the possibility of achieving electrode-scale
production of high-loading, high-sulfur-ratio Li–S batteries that cost little to manufacture and use easy and manufacturing-friendly methods including slurry ball-milling, doctor-blade based laminate casting, and feasible sacrificial methods for creating a porous surface. The sacrificial method, using table salt as a method for creating the biomimetic ant-nest structure, is unique and effective and bypasses some of the complicated and expensive materials or multistep synthesis methods needed to solve the open issues. By recreating the superb, nature-designed, three-dimensional ant-nest structure using table salt, the Li–S electrode obtains the unique properties of the ant-nest structure. By biomimicking the smart spacial design of a porous ant-nest structure, and applying the inner surface decoration with a functional binder, efficient polysulfide suspension is achieved within the porous storage space and enhanced by the strong affinity between the functional binder and polysulfide. Also, the multi-interconnected channels of the ant-nest structure are created spontaneously in the sacrificial synthesis process, which endows ultra fast ion transport capability to the Li–S electrode. The extended inner surface via the porous ant-nest structure provides an extra-large reaction interface for polysulfide transformation and precipitation. The conductive binder, along with the highly conductive carbon nanotube, helps to enhance the conductivity of the reaction interface and long-distance charge transport.

Porous structures are created in two scales: micro- and nanoscale. The nanoscale refers to the space between single nanotubes, which scatter around the micropores and can enable use of the entire large carbon nanotube surface. This marvelous ant-nest structure has shown strong capability in carrying high sulfur loading and can increase the sulfur ratio as high as 85%, and the use of the entire large carbon nanotube surface. This marvelous ant-nest structure helps to enhance the conductivity of the reaction interface and long-distance charge transport.

Further research is still needed to explore the potential of this ant-nest structure. Since the ant-nest structure Li–S electrode is designed with sacrificial household table salt, further research could optimize the micropore through size and distribution control of the sacrificial table salt. Also, improved use of the ultra large surface of the carbon nanotube (nanopores between each nanotube) can be achieved via further control of the solvent evaporation process during doctor-blade laminate casting. Furthermore, in order to improve the stability of the high-loading Li–S batteries, the optimization of the electrolyte composition, and protection of lithium counter electrode should be further studied, via surface protection or addition of additives, etc.

In conclusion, this research shows the viability of an electrode-scale nature-inspired ant-nest structure electrode for the application of Li–S batteries. It processes the unique properties of the ant-nest structure of the large polysulfide sulfur battery and highly efficient, multi interconnected ion transportation pathway design and extended reaction interface to achieve unique direction crystalline sulfur species precipitation on the surface of the CNT.
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